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Recently, the behavior of manipulating financial data through timely gains 
recognition and delaying loss recognition has happened again and again. As a result, it 
becomes an important issue about how to monitor listed firms and make them disclose 
more conservative financial information. Accounting conservatism is one of important 
characteristics of high-quality financial statement, which requires listed firms 
recognize loss timely but delay gains recognition. So, conservatism is an efficient 
governance mechanism to limit listed firms to manipulate financial data. The existing 
literature study found that equity investors demand conservatism, but the question 
about which equity investors demand conservatism has not yet been answered. 
Compared with individual investors, institutional investors have advantage of size, 
profession and information, which have more incentive to make full use of 
conservatism governance mechanism to monitor listed firms. We predict that 
institutional investors are more likely to demand conservatism. 
Securities investment funds are the main institutional investors on China’s 
market, the paper made securities investment funds as representative to study the 
relationship between institutional investors and conservatism. The paper selected the 
listed firms in China A-share as sample, and studied the influence of institutional 
investors on conservatism from two respective angles, which are the level of 
institutional ownership and institutional ownership concentration. The study found 
that both the level of institutional ownership and institutional ownership concentration 
has a significant positive correlation with conservatism; moreover, the impact of 
concentrated ownership on conservatism is greater than the holding level’s. Further 
study found that the impact of institutional investors on conservatism is more 
significant positive in high information asymmetric firms. From the point view of the 
property nature, the paper found that the relationship between institutional investors 
















Though the governance role of institutional investors in state-owned firms is restricted 
by sorts of factors, institutional bond shareholders with adequate supervision can still 
positively influence conservatism. 
The paper is divided into six parts: the first part is the preface; the second part is 
a literature review; the third part is hypothesis; the fourth part is study designation; the 
fifth part is the empirical results; the sixth part is the study findings, inadequate and 
prospects. The findings of this paper not only help to learn more about the source of 
demand, but also provide empirical evidence about institutional investors’ actively 
participation in corporate governance. Furthermore, they provide a reference value to 
high asymmetric firms and state-owned enterprises with regard to the improvement of 
conservatism. 
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的支持，证券投资基金逐步发展壮大，已经从 2004 年的 161 只发展到 2011 年的










                                                        
①数据来源：中国证监会网站 http://www.csrc.gov.cn/pub/zjhpublic/G00306204/ 
②
 数据来源：通过 wind 数据库搜集 2011 年我国所有上市公司机构持股情况数据并进行相应的整理 
 
③ 数据来源：中国证监会网站 http://www.csrc.gov.cn/pub/zjhpublic/G00306204/ 
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